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Introduction 
Robert Hell, President Systecon AB 

Background: 

– Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) 
• Chief Engineer, Integrated Logistic Support 

• Head of Aircraft Logistics Division 

• Manager, Air Force Logistics Analyses Section 

– Board member Swedish Defence and Security Industry Association 
 

Agenda 
1. Balancing Cost and Capability 

2. Early phases 

3. Applying an analytical approach 

4. Two methods to address the “lack of data”-issue 

5. Summary 
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Always make decisions  
with LCC in mind 

? ? 

Decisions without LCC in mind  
often lead to cost increases 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the fundamentals of the classic LCC-curve.Focus on:It is in the early phases that most of the system’s LCC is committed. Therefor it is important to make LCC based decisions as early as possible in the system life cycle. Your possibility to influence LCC will decrease dramatically once you have committed to your system requirements and has selected a supplier. (But, there is also a need to follow up these early decisions in a systematic way throughout the rest of the system’s life thereby adopting to changing prerequisites.)
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Optimal Balance between Operational 
Performance and Overall Cost 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exlplain the picture about what ”domains” that have impact on performance and cost and the goal to achieve as much performance as possible at the lowest possible cost, i.e to avoid the bad solutions.Comment about the technical system:Could be a sub-system like a gas turbine or a complete plattform like an aircraft or system of systems�working together to deliver a service or a capability.Regardless of which, the design of the system will determine it’s built-in characteristics like how often it will fail, how robust�it will be towards faults, what preventive maintenance it will require and how easy it will be to maintain.When used in a certain operational environment according to a specific operational profile, failures and the need for preventive maintenance will hinder the operator to use the system as much as he might want to. The system will be unavailable for operations.Therefore you will need to design a support solution that will minimize the downtime of the system. However it can be very costly to build a support system if the design of the technical system is poor and you have high requirements on availability. Therefore you need to make a trade-off between the design parameters of both the technical system and the support system but also a trade-off against the operational concepts and requirements. You want to avoid the non-optimal solutions that will drive unnecessary cost and still not deliver the performance you need.In the earliest phases all parameters should be influenceable. 
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Statement 

• If you want to influence your future cost and  
operational performance you must start early 

 

• You will need to balance between your  

– operational concept 

– your technical system 

– your support solution. 
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Examples of tasks  
in the early phases  
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Optimal allocation of budget to achieve  
maximum Operational Performance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
>>Pict 8-11 are intended to illustrate some of the early phase situations that needs to be analysed<<It is important to clarify the economical prerequisites early and secure that enough money will be available in the budgets to implement the planned logistic support concept. A trade-off between budget spent on the primary technical system and budget spent on logistic support resources need to be made. It could be necessary to make changes in the availability performance requirements if the life cycle costs seems to be too high.If you can't motivate that there is a need to reserve enough funds for the logistic support resources, there is a risk that you can't realize your planned support concept in the future. Some project managers tend to neglect the need for logistic support in case of budget cut downs. This will most certainly give the unwanted result that the system doesn't fulfill the overall availability performance requirements  
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Analysing Availability Performance Requirements 

What are the economical consequences  
of the requirements  and can we afford them? 

Availability 
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Availability 
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What shall the requirements on the contractor 
be to fulfill the users requirements? 

The requirements 
shall reflect the 
users needs! 

Are the requirements balanced  
between the technical system 
and the logistic system ?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is also important to determine the prerequisites for the logistic support very early, especially requirements on availability performance and low life cycle costs.The requirements should of course be based on the real user needs, but it also need to be transformed into system requirements that can be used for contracting. Trade-off analyses must be carried out in order to find out how much effort should be put into the technical system and how much should be put into the logistic support system in order to fulfill the availability performance requirements. In other words, how much reliability and maintainability should be built into the technical system and how much supportability should be acquired of logistic support resources to support the system.Since availability requirements can be driving cost, they need to be defined in en iterative process, where LCC analyses is used to asses the cost consequences.
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Design to cost (DTC) 

Operational 
Performance 

Operational and 
maintenance cost 

Production and 
development cost 

LCC 

Acquisition management technique to : 

• Increase Operational Performance 

• Control Life Cycle Cost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
”Design to cost” is an acquisition management technique used to control the design of a system towards Life Cycle Cost goals. If you want to implement that strategy you must establish ”design to” goals early and select a design approach to meet these goals.Comment: In the Swedish Gripen program the design goals on LCC was clearly identified as a prerequisite for running the program. Balancing Operational Performance and LCC thus became a key element throughtout the whole program. The result is an aircraft with high operational performance and low life cycle cost. 
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More things you want to know early 

CONCEPT 
DEFINITION 

ACQUISITION OPERATIONS DRIFT 

MOST COST/EFFECTIVE SUPPORT SOLUTION? 

MOST COST/EFFECTIVE SYSTEM DESIGN? 

FLEET SIZE vs. USAGE PROFILE? 

AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS? 

LIFE CYCLE COST BUDGET? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many questions to answer in the early phases, where it is hard to see all consequences if you don’t establish a proper analytical approach.
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Operational Scenarios 
Technical Design 
Support Solution 

Applying an analytical approach to LCM 

LCC/TOC  

Operational Performance 
• Capability 
• Readiness 
• Flexibility 

Establish Correlations 
Calculate impact 

 

DECISION SUPPORT MODELS 
- Preliminary models 
- Simulate and Analyze 
- Consequence, Senitivity 

and What-if analyses 
 

Influenceable parameters 
Drivers of cost and efficiency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you want to understand all aspects of these questions and make sure that you are making the best decisions, you will need to apply an analytical approach to support your decision making. 
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Can we get good enough data? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, decision support models will require data.The data needed can typically be devided into the three domains that I described earlier in the picture about balancing performance and cost…The hardest part to get accurated data on is the technical system.
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The data issue 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A major objection towards the use of analytical tools that we often face is �the lack of reliable data.We claim that lack of data is a bad excuse for not doing analyses.There are many ways that you can approach the data issue and depending on what decision you face the need of details in your data will vary. Of course the apporach to get data varies depending on where in the life cycle you are and you should of course try to make use of the best data available at each point of time.Typically the high level, early phases, decisions requires less detailed data. I will now present two ways to handle the data issue in the early phases.
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Method 1: Top-down - generated data 

• Generate a random system based on high level estimates 
(or goals) on: 
– Total failure rate of the system 

– Total price of the system 

– No of primary items in the system 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the method from the paper.Mention that we have implemented functionality in OPUS10.
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A real system 

• 989 Items, 
(355 repairables) 

• Price = 17,9 M 

• MTBF = 11,6 h 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The diagram is showing a scatter diagram of a real system where all items are plotted on price and failure rate.
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Cost/efficiency curve for that system 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explane the c/e curve
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Comparison with four randomly 
generated systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have now generated four different systems using different standard deviations on mean failure rate and price and control parameters for the random generation of items.Explane that the difference between the systems is small and that you also can get a good feeling about the uncertainties.The ”delta” for moving a long a curve is however almost the same, meaning for instance that you can estimate the cost consequences for increasing a requirement from A=80% to A=90%. 
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Method 2: Bottom-up –  
best engineering judgement 
• Estimate the total no of items 

• Let the engineers place each items in a price/failure rate 
intervall using a log/log-scale 

• Create a system consisting av items using the geometrical 
mean values of each intervall  

 

Note. The tighter log/log-intervall the better accuracy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the method from the paper.
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Example log/log-matrix 

PRICE

Failure Rate

1·10 0 10·10 0 100·10 0 1·10 3 10·10 3 100·10 3 1·10 6 10·10 6
1·10 0

10·10 0

100·10 0

1·10 3

10·10 3
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Comparison of the real system with two 
fictive systems using different log/log scales  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also this method will give a rather robust result compared to the real system. The tighter the intervall the better accurancy.
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Summarizing the two methods 

• These two methods will provide you with a starting point 
for your analyses 

• The first method is extremely fast. 

• The second method provides better accuracy but 
requires more effort to perform. 

• With a baseline model in place, it is easy to perform 
“what if”-analyses to evaluate different operational 
scenarios, changes in the logistic prerequisites, etc. and 
improve data quality where needed most 

• The two methods can be combined and also be 
complemented with actual data on sub-systems already 
known or other reference system data. 
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The methods have proven good 
enough to support decisions such as: 
 

• Which system alternative is most cost-effective? 
• Which logistic support concept will be most cost effective? 
• Which requirements on availability performance and life 

cycle cost for the technical system are feasible? 
• What key performance parameters should be used in a 

performance based support agreement? 
• What should my budget be from a Total Ownership Cost 

perspective? 
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Summary 
• Successful Life Cycle Management requires a capability to 

understand and influence the parameters that has impact on 
operational performance and Life Cycle Cost. 

• This can be accomplished through an analytical approach based 
on Modeling and Simulation 

• It is in the early phases that you have the most to gain, but at that 
time you lack real world data about your system 

• We have shown two different methods that will provide you with 
good enough data to start your analytical process. 
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”Lack of data” is a poor excuse 
for not doing analyses 

Without analyses it is hard to 
make the right decisions 
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IN SEARCH FOR THE OPTIMUM 

We find the optimal balance between  
system performance and cost efficiency. 

 

Thank you for listening! 

 

Robert Hell 

Robert.hell@systecon.se 

+46 70 259 5600 
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